
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
Pastry Chef: This person will be responsible for the overall production of all products in the Pastry Kitchen. Supervise staff, plan, organize 
and monitor production and quality levels of all products while maintaining a high level of sanitation and safety.  
 
Restaurant General Manager (Multiple Outlets—Marche Burette and Natural Slice):  This position is responsible for overseeing the 
Marche Burette and Natural Slice restaurants and ensuring the highest level of Food and Beverage service. Will facilitate training and 
supervision of all Marche Burette and Natural Slice staff. Will deliver prompt, courteous service in a manner that complies with Omni Food 
and Beverage standards and company policies and procedures. Must have previous leadership experience in similar environment.  
 
Restaurant General Manager (Multiple Outlets - Sunrise Café and In Room Dining): This position is responsible for overseeing In 
Room Dining and Sunrise Café and ensuring the highest level of Food and Beverage service. Will facilitate training and supervision of all In 
Room Dining and Sunrise Café staff. Will deliver prompt, courteous service in a manner that complies with Omni Food and Beverage 
standards and company policies and procedures. Must have previous leadership experience in similar environment. Must be able to obtain 
Florida or Georgia license in order to drive Room Service van. 
 
Bar Manager / Seaglass: This Position is responsible for overseeing the Seaglass Lobby Lounge and ensuring the highest level of Food 
and Beverage service. Will facilitate training and supervision of all Seaglass Staff. Will deliver prompt, courteous service in a manner that 
complies with Omni Food and Beverage standards and company policies and procedures. Must have previous leadership experience in 
similar environment. PENDING 
 
Banquet Set Up Manager : Candidate must have experience in a similar banquet environment, high quality establishment. Excellent 
communication, leadership, organizational and customer service skills.  Must be detail oriented and ability to work under stressful situa-
tions. Ensure proper set up of meeting and Banquet facilities by communicating effectively to associates and handling guests’  requests on 
the floor to guest expectation and OMNI Standards.      
 
Assistant Front Office Manager : Oversees Front Desk, Ideal Services, Bell Services, Valet and Transportation.  Must have previous 
Front Desk Management experience in a resort property.  Excellent communication, leadership, organizational and customer service skills. 
Must be detail oriented and able to work under stressful situations.  Flexible schedule to include nights, weekends and holidays.  
 
Engineering Manager: Previous Engineering Management experience is required, hotel/resort experience is preferred.  Excellent 
customer service, problem-solving, training and development skills are required.  Candidates must be able to stand/walk/bend/squat for 
long periods of time, lift/carry/push/pull up to  50 lbs and work in various weather conditions. 
 
Housekeeping Manager: Responsible for assisting in supervising and managing all Housekeeping and Laundry functions; participating in 
quality assurance and cost control measures; ensuring all Omni standards are met in all areas.  2 Managers 
 
Director of Golf: Oversee the overall efficiency of the golf operations and services including planning and executing tournaments, golf 
clinics, marketing initiatives, golf course maintenance and golf shop operations. Fiscally responsible individual capable of budgeting and 
forecasting. Candidate must be proven leader able to train and develop all golf staff. Must have working knowledge of the game and 
previous managerial experience in similar environment. Qualified candidate must be able to play the game of golf, stand for long periods of 
time, walk the courses, lift at least the weight of a golf bag and range balls. Public speaking and good communication skills required. 
 
Golf Maintenance Assistant Superintendent: Assumes the responsibilities of the Superintendent in his/her absence. These responsibili-
ties include the maintenance and operation of the golf course as well as all communication with management and related departments. 
Supervise and train golf course maintenance staff in performing complex cultural tasks including fertilization, pesticide applications, 
mowing, aerifying, topdressing, irrigation repairs and irrigation computer programming and all other golf course maintenance procedures.   
       
IT Manager : The Information Technology Manager is responsible in ensuring the smooth functioning of all computers and network 
systems throughout the property including the hotel, convention space and offices. This includes providing support to systems problems 
and to offer short term, as well as long term, solutions. Identify, deliver and execute quality systems that enhance service and value for 
Omni Hotel guests’, and that strengthen the productivity and profitability of Omni Hotel Operations.  
 
Group Recreation Manager: Responsible for all resort Group Recreation planning.  Candidates must have previous similar recreation 
experience, excellent customer service and communication skills.  Must be 21 years old and have a valid Florida or Georgia license in 
good standing.  Requirements include the ability to lift up to  50 lbs. and remain on feet for extended periods of time. 
 

 
FRONT DESK 

Front Desk Agent / FT: Responsible for checking guests in and out of the hotel. Must be willing to cross utilize in other areas of the Front 
Office. Good communication skills, problem solving skills and ability to multi-task are essential requirements for this positions. Must be 
willing to work afternoons, nights, overnights, weekends and holidays.   

 
 

GOLF  
Golf Cart Attendant / PT : This position will be responsible for giving the highest level of service while maintaining the golf car fleet, 
staging area and practice facility in an appealing manner.  

 
GOLF COURSE MAINTENANCE 

Equipment Operator / FT : Responsible for ensuring the golf course is well maintained and reflects an image of outstanding quality.  The 
successful candidate must have working knowledge of all entry level golf course maintenance job tasks as well as the ability to operate 
most of the other maintenance equipment properly.  6FT  
 
Chemical Applicator/ FT: Primarily responsible for the application of Pesticides and Fertilizers to the golf course and grounds.  This 
individual must possess all State/local pesticide application certifications required. The successful candidate must have working knowledge 
of all entry level golf course maintenance job tasks as well as the ability to operate most of the other maintenance equipment properly. 
Must be able to stand for extended periods of time, lift and carry up to 50 pounds, walk, sit, stand, squat and reach in the course of daily 
business. Must be able to work outdoors in extremely hot, humid, windy or rainy conditions.  
 

GUEST SERVICES 
Dispatcher/ FT: Must have effective communication and be able to multi task.  Must be able to stand for long periods of time and able to 
work a flexible schedule.  Must be at least 21 years old, maintain a valid drivers license with a clean driving record and be able to drive 
vehicles with manual transmissions.  
  
Overnight Bellperson/ SNL:  Position provide check-in and check-out service to guests and ensure high customer service standards are 
maintained for hotel guests.  Previous customer service experience is strongly preferred.  Candidates must be able to stand/walk for long 
periods of time and lift/push/pull up to 100 lbs. and work in various weather conditions. 
 
Valet/ SNL:  Must have effective communication and be able to multi task.  Must be able to stand for long periods of time and able to work 
a flexible schedule.  Must be at least 21 years old, maintain a valid drivers license with a clean driving record and be able to drive vehicles 
with manual transmissions. 3 SNL  
 
 

HEALTH & FITNESS 
Overnight Cleaner / FT: Responsible for the cleanliness of the Fitness facility and Tennis Pro shop and providing excellent 
customer service to all hotel guests.  Must be able to lift  50 lbs, walk, bend, reach, squat for long periods of time and operate a golf 
cart. Applicants must have good communication and customer service skills and be able to work outdoors in all weather conditions. 
 

HUMAN RESOURCES 
Leader In Development / FT : 12 month training program that will allow the individual to develop the skill set needed to be Human 
Resources Leader within the Omni Hotels brand. Candidate must have Bachelor Degree preferably in Hospitality Management or 
Human Resources. Previous experience in Hospitality or Human Resources preferred. Position requires associate to relocate upon 
completion of training program.  

 
HOUSEKEEPING  

Hotel & Villa Guest Room Attendant / FT : Service vacant or occupied guestrooms and villas; cleaning 18-20 rooms or 12 villas 
per day.  Position requires bending, continuous standing, pushing pulling carrying and lifting up to 40lbs as well as working with 
chemicals. Previous housekeeping experience strongly preferred.  8 Hotel /  2 Villa  
 
Housekeeping Houseperson/ FT: This position ensures that assigned public spaces, guest room floors and villas are kept fully 
stocked and clean to provide support to Guest Room Attendants.  Good communication and customer service skills are required.  
Must be able to stand/walk for long periods of time and lift/carry 50 lbs. and push/pull 250 lbs. This position will work in various 
weather conditions. 3 FT 
 
Turndown Attendant / FT :   Provide turndown services to guestrooms in accordance to Omni standards.  Assist with cleaning 
guestrooms and completing any special projects as needed. Position requires bending, continuous standing, pushing, pulling 
carrying & lifting up to 50 lbs.   
 
Utility Driver/ FT: To clean and maintain all public and associate areas, in accordance with Omni Standards. To drive housekeep-
ing materials to Villas. Must be at least 21 years old with valid driver's license. Must be able to drive big trucks, push, pull and lift up 
to 50 lbs. and work in hot and cold conditions.  2 FT   
 
Villa Supervisor / FT : Must be detail orientated and work in a fast paced environment.  Must be able to stand for long periods of 
time, bend several times per day, walk long distances, walk up and down stairs, lift 30 pounds.  Great guests, owners, and associ-
ates and ensure all rooms/villas are in top condition.  Inspect guestrooms and villas in a timely manner.  Must be able to assist room 
attendants and housepersons when needed.  Must have previous Housekeeping experience.  2 FT 
 

LAUNDRY 
Laundry Attendant / SNL : Ensures all housekeeping and F&B linen are processed in a timely manner.  Candidates must be able 
to stand/walk/bend/squat/reach for long periods of time, in hot and cold environments, lift/carry up to 50 lbs., and push/pull up to 50 
lbs.  Good communication and time management skills are needed. 2 SNL 
 
Laundry Driver / FT : Must be 21 years of age or older and possess a Florida or Georgia driver’s license in good standing. Must be 
able to drive and remain sitting throughout shift. Candidate must be able to clearly communicate over radio and with fellow associ-
ates. Responsible for transporting associates and supplies to and from Laundry. Must be able to keep vehicle clean and presenta-
ble. Position requires walking, sitting, bending, lifting, pushing and pulling.  
 

RECREATION  
Amelia’s Wheels Rental Attendant/ SNL: Assist with all rental operations including Segway tours, equipment maintenance and 
safety.   
 
Beach Operations Attendant / SNL :  Responsible for set up and break down of beach rentals, maintain positive physical appear-
ance of beach and pool deck equipment.  Must be able to stand/walk for long periods of time,  lift up to 50 lbs. and work in various 
weather conditions. 9 SNL   
 
Beach Operations Supervisor / FT : Responsible for leading and training the beach operations staff, while providing excellent 
customer service to hotel guests.  Must have previous customer service experience and excellent communication skills.  Position 
requires standing/walking for long periods of time, lifting up to  50 lbs and working in various weather conditions. 

 
Mini Golf Attendant/ PT: Will provide guests with clean, safe and welcoming mini golf experience. Must be able to bend and stand 
for long periods of time and lift up/push/pull up to 30 lbs. 2 PT 
 
Pool Deck Attendants / SNL : Responsible for set up and break down of beach rentals, maintain positive physical appearance of 
beach and pool deck equipment.  Maintains the common area and facilities on the premises of the pool deck. Must be able to stand/
walk for long periods of time, bend, push, pull and lift up to 80Lbs and work in various weather conditions. 2 SNL   
 
Recreation Activities Attendant / SNL : To coordinate, implement, and provide entertainment while exceeding guest expectations 
and creating an aesthetically pleasing atmosphere, also assist with teen tours, the information hut, and group recreation activities. 
Candidate must be an outgoing and creative individual able to stand, run and walk for long periods of time while working in various 
weather conditions. Must be able to bend, push, pull and lift up to 40 lbs.   
9 SNL  
 
Recreation Kids Camp Counselor / SNL: Will provide a warm, friendly, safe and entertaining environment  for children and 
families. Candidate must be an outgoing and creative individual able to stand, run and walk for long periods of time. Must be able to 
bend, push, pull and lift up to 40 lbs. Must be comfortable working with children and outside in various weather conditions.  4 SNL  

 
Segway Tour Guide / SNL :  Will assist with rental operations including sales, bike and hopper rentals and Segway tours. Will 
maintain and help run general facility operations and perform other tasks as needed.  Must be able to stand, bend, push, pull and lift 
up to  50lbs.  
 
Social Recreation Summer Intern / SNL : Must be a student completing this internship for college credit. Will assist recreation 
mangers in all operational aspects and contribute to the planning and implementing of themes for Kid’s Camp, holidays and group 
recreation. * Summer Internships (May—September) .  
 

SPA 
Front Desk Receptionist/ PT:  Responsible for checking guests in and out of the system, while maintaining a professional and 
calm atmosphere. Must be computer literate, a multi-tasker and able to work with minimal supervision.  

 
Female Locker Room Attendant: Maintain cleanliness and neatness of the facility; inside Locker Room and Spa hallways. Assist 
guests in Locker Rooms with lockers, steam room, dry sauna and whirlpool.   

 
Massage Therapist / FT : Must be able to provide and maintain the highest standards of massage therapy and body treatments 
including but not limited to scrubs and wraps. Must have thorough knowledge of massage therapy procedures.  Must be licensed in 
the state of Florida.  2FT / 1 ONC   
 
Nail Tech / FT : Provide spa guests with natural nail services to enhance relaxation and well-being. Ability to provide 5-6 hours of 
consecutive nail services during one shift. Schedule consists of AM and PM shifts, weekdays, weekends, and holidays. 
 

TENNIS 
Tennis Court Maintenance / PT : Daily maintenance of tennis courts to include sweeping, lining, debris removal, emptying trash, 
pressure washing, painting, and reconditioning. Must be able to multitask, walk, bend, stoop, kneel, stand, push, pull and li ft 
equipment without assistance. Must be able to communicate well with associates and guests.  

 
TRANSPORTATION 

Tram Driver : Must be 21 years of age or older and possess a valid Florida or Georgia driver’s license in good standing.  Must be 
able to sit/drive up to 4 hours continuously and lift up to 50Lbs. Must have good customer service and communication skills.  2 FT ,  
2 SNL 
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CULINARY  OPPORTUNITIES 
Culinary Supervisor / FT: To provide Kitchen and administrative assistance to the Restaurant Chef and ensures effective 
operation of the kitchen and food production outlet.  Will assist with the scheduling of staff according to budget and business 
forecast. Will be responsible for assisting with  Staff Training.  Must have previous experience in similar culinary setting.  Must 
have previous supervisory experience.  Marche– 2FT, Sunrise -  1FT 
 
Production Cook / FT : Provide high quality standards and procedures in preparing and serving all outlet food. Position requires 
bending, continuous standing, pushing, pulling, carrying & lifting up to 50 lbs. and knowledge of sanitation standards. Must have 
multiple years of experience in similar culinary environment.  Cook 1– 1FT, Cook 2– 2FT , Cook 3– 1FT, Cook 3 — 1 SNL 
 
Cafeteria Attendant / FT : Assist with the preparation of food for Associate cafeteria. Work in kitchen under the direction of the 
Executive Chef on varied days/hours. Be able to serve Associates during nights and weekends Position requires bending, 
continuous standing, pushing, pulling, carrying & lifting up to 70 lbs. and knowledge of sanitation standards.  2 FT   
 
Deli Cook / FT : Provide high quality service and product in preparing and serving all Marche Burette food.  Position requires 
bending, continuous standing, pushing, pulling, carrying & lifting up to 70 lbs. and knowledge of sanitation standards. Must have 
multiple years of experience in similar culinary environment.  
 
Pastry Cook / SNL: Bake and coordinate the delivery of all baked goods to designated F&B operations.  Position requires 
bending, continuous standing, pushing, pulling, carrying & lifting up to  lbs. and knowledge of sanitation standards.  Prior experi-
ence in similar pasty operation desired.   
  

STEWARDING 
Dishwasher / FT: Clean, sanitize and maintain overall organization in various dish areas. Position requires bending, continuous 
standing, pushing, pulling, carrying and lifting up to 70 lbs. in a confined area for long periods of time.  7 FT , 8 SNL 
 
Stewarding Supervisor / FT: Responsible for leading, developing and training stewards. Will assist stewards and perform duties 
when needed. Must have good communication, training and team player skills.  Position requires bending, continuous standing, 
pushing, pulling, carrying and lifting up to 80 lbs.  
 

BANQUETS 
Banquet Set up Supervisor / FT : Will supervise banquet set up team and assist banquets manager. Clean, sets and refreshes 
function space according to specifications. Candidate will direct a team of housepersons effectively. Ensure speedy and accurate 
set up and tear down of banquet / meeting space.  Must be able to bend and lift up to 50 lbs. and stand on your feet for up to  
hours. Must be  21 years old with a valid GA or FL driver’s license. Flexible schedule to include evenings, weekends and holi-
days. 2 FT 
 
Banquet Engineer / FT: Perform preventative maintenance on all meeting rooms. Must have a strong electrical / mechanical 
background in maintenance repair and experience associated with tools and equipment. Responsible for the upkeep and repairs 
related to guest rooms and various parts of the hotel. Must be able to read and communicate in English over the radio’s. Prev ious 
maintenance experience required.  Must be able to work flexible shifts to include weekends and holidays.  

 
BOB’S STEAK AND CHOP HOUSE 

Dishwasher / FT: Clean, sanitize and maintain overall organization in various dish areas. Position requires bending, continuous 
standing, pushing, pulling, carrying and lifting up to 70 lbs. in a confined area for long periods of time. Must be able to work 
afternoons, nights and Saturdays.     
 
Production Cook / FT: Provide high quality standards and procedures in preparing and serving all outlet food. Position requires 
bending, continuous standing, pushing, pulling, carrying & lifting up to 50 lbs. and knowledge of sanitation standards. Must have 
experience in similar culinary environment. Must be able to work afternoons, nights and Saturdays.  3FT  
 
Bob’s Server / FT:  Obtain, process and serve guest F&B orders.  Position requires bending, continuous standing, pushing, 
pulling carrying & lifting up to 30 50 lbs. Must be open to obtaining TIPS certification prior to hire.  Will be working in an indoor 
and outdoor  environment. Must be able to work weekend, holidays and various shifts.   
 

RESTAURANT OPPORTUNITIES  
Falcon’s Nest Server/ FT / PT : Obtain, process and serve guest F&B orders.  Position requires bending, continuous standing, 
pushing, pulling carrying & lifting up to 30 50 lbs. Must be open to obtaining TIPS certification prior to hire.  Will be working in an 
indoor and outdoor  environment. Must be able to work weekend, holidays and various shifts.  1 PT , 1 FT (PENDING) 
 
Falcon’s Nest Dining Room Attendant/ FT / SNL:  Will assist servers by clearing dishes, setting up dining room and performing 
other necessary actions.  Must have good customer service, communication and multi-tasking skills. Position requires bending, 
continuous standing, pushing, pulling carrying & lifting up to  50 lbs.  Must be open to obtaining TIPS certification prior to hire.  
Will be working nights. 1 SNL (PENDING) , 1 FT  
 
Falcon’s Nest Host/ PT / SNL : Assists in the planning, coordination, and execution of the flow of guests in the restaurant. 
Excellent customer service and communication skills are required.  Position requires continuous standing and walking.  Must be 
open to obtaining TIPS certification prior to hire.  Will be working in various weather conditions and varying shifts. 1 SNL , 1PT 
 
Falcon’s Nest Bartender / SNL: Must have knowledge of mixology, bar setup and ability to obtain TIPS certification. Must be 
able to communicate effectively with team and guests.  Position requires bending, continuous standing, pushing, pulling carry ing 
& lifting up to 50lbs. Previous bartending experience in similar environment required.  
 
In Room Dining Cashier / FT :  Will be responsible for taking food and amenities orders over the phone. Will have complete 
knowledge of service times, menus, and specials. Position requires the ability to lift and carry 50 lbs pounds. Able to walk, sit, 
stand, squat, and lean in the course of daily business for extended periods of time.  
 
In Room Dining Overnight Server / FT : Obtains and delivers F&B orders to guests to guest rooms and villas.  Position requires 
bending, continuous standing, pushing, pulling carrying & lifting up to 50 lbs in indoor and outdoor environments.  Must be 21 
years old, have a valid driver’s license and be open to obtaining TIPS certification prior to hire.    

 
Marche Burette Server/ FT: Obtain, process and serve guest F&B orders.  Position requires bending, continuous standing, 
pushing, pulling carrying & lifting up to 30 50 lbs. Must be open to obtaining TIPS certification prior to hire.  Will be working 
in an indoor and outdoor  environment. Must be able to work weekend, holidays and various shifts.  
 
Marshview Server/ SNL: Obtain, process and serve guest F&B orders.  Position requires bending, continuous standing, 
pushing, pulling carrying & lifting up to 30 50 lbs. Must be open to obtaining TIPS certification prior to hire.  Will be working 
in an indoor and outdoor  environment. Must be able to work weekend, holidays and various shifts.   
 
Natural Slice Cashier / FT: Process F&B orders for guests. Must have good customer service, communication and math 
skills.  Position requires standing for long periods of time and the ability to lift up to 50 lbs. Must be open to obtaining TIPS 
certification prior to hire.  
 
Natural Slice Delivery Driver / PT: Will insure quick, efficient and professional delivery of food items to the surrounding 
areas. Must be 19 years of age or older and possess a valid Florida or Georgia license in good standing. Must be able to 
walk, run and climb stairs as well as lift 50 lbs. regularly.   
 
Oceanside Mixologist:   Must have knowledge of mixology, bar setup and ability to obtain TIPS certification. Must be able 
to communicate effectively with team and guests.  Position requires bending, continuous standing, pushing, pulling carrying 
& lifting up to  50 lbs. Previous bartending experience in similar environment required. 1 FT, 1 SNL 
 
Oceanside Bartender / SNL:  Creates and serves beverages and food to guests, while providing excellent guest service.  
Must be willing to obtain TIPS certification prior to hire. Position requires bending, continuous standing, pushing, pulling 
carrying & lifting up to  50 lbs. Previous bartending experience in a high volume restaurant required. 2 SNL  
 
Oceanside Dining Room Attendant / SNL: Will assist servers by clearing dishes, setting up dining room and performing 
other necessary actions.  Must have good customer service, communication and multi-tasking skills. Position requires 
bending, continuous standing, pushing, pulling carrying & lifting up to 50 lbs. in various weather. Must be open to obtaining 
TIPS certification prior to hire. 6 SNL 
 
Oceanside Host / FT / SNL:  Assists in the planning, coordination, and execution of the flow of guests in the restaurant. 
Excellent customer service and communication skills are required.  Position requires continuous standing and walking.  
Must be open to obtaining TIPS certification prior to hire.  Will be working in various weather conditions and varying shifts . 1 
FT, 1 SNL  
 
Oceanside Lead Host / FT: Will be responsible for the Host stand. Will assist in training hosts as well as Assists in the 
planning, coordination, and execution of the flow of guests in the restaurant. Excellent customer service and communication 
skills are required.  Position requires continuous standing and walking.  Must be open to obtaining TIPS certification prior to 
hire.  Will be working in various weather conditions and varying shifts.  
 
Oceanside Server / SNL: Obtain, process and serve guest F&B orders.  Position requires bending, continuous standing, 
pushing, pulling carrying & lifting up to 50 lbs. in an indoor and outdoor environment.  Must be open to obtaining TIPS 
certification prior to hire. One year prior experience in similar F&B operation required.  8 SNL  
 
Oceanside Beverage Cart Server / SNL:  Provide exceptional guest service to beach goers. Excellent customer service 
and communication skills are required.  Position requires continuous standing and walking and driving a golf cart. Must be 
open to obtaining TIPS certification prior to hire.  Will be working in various weather conditions and varying shifts. PENDING 
 
Seaglass Restaurant Supervisor / FT : Previous serving and bartending experience preferred.  Must be able to 
work indoors and outdoors, in a busy environment.  Must have the ability to multi-task, proficient with handling money and 
interacting with guests. Must be able to meet deadlines, attend meetings and assist with training. 2 Supervisors 
 
Seaglass Server / PT :  Responsible for ensuring proper service for all Seaglass Servers. Must be able to stand on feet for 
long periods of time and lift frequently. Must be open to obtaining TIPS certification prior to hire. One year prior experience 
in similar F&B operation required.  
 
Sunrise Host / FT / PT:  Assists in the planning, coordination, and execution of the flow of guests in the restaurant. Excel-
lent customer service and communication skills are required.  Position requires continuous standing and walking.  Must be 
open to obtaining TIPS certification prior to hire.  Will be working in various weather conditions and varying shifts.   
1 FT , 1 PT 
 
Sunrise Dining Room Attendant / FT : Will assist servers by clearing dishes, setting up dining room and performing other 
necessary actions.  Must have good customer service, communication and multi-tasking skills. Position requires bending, 
continuous standing, pushing, pulling carrying & lifting up to  50 lbs.  Must be open to obtaining TIPS certification prior to 
hire. 
 
Sunrise Supervisor / FT : Previous Food & Beverage experience required; supervisory experience preferred.  Must be 
able to work indoors and outdoors, in a busy environment and have the ability to multi-task, proficient with handling money 
and interacting with guests. Must be able to meet deadlines, attend meetings and assist with training. Must be open to 
obtaining TIPS certification prior to hire.  
 
Verandah Dining Room Attendant / FT :  Will assist servers by clearing dishes, setting up dining room and performing 
other necessary actions.  Must have good customer service, communication and multi-tasking skills. Position requires 
bending, continuous standing, pushing, pulling carrying & lifting up to  50 lbs.  Must be open to obtaining TIPS certification 
prior to hire.  Will be working nights.  
 

 

 
 

To submit your application, please visit www.omnihotels.com/careers. 
EEO/AA/Minorities/Females/Disabled/Veterans 


